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DOING RIGHT Across the Agency
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NASA employees were caught demonstrating safety procedures, reinforcing the proper 
use of safety equipment and encouraging others to practice safe behaviors. See 
someone using good safety measures? Snap a photo and submit it to the Safety 
Culture webpage! sma.nasa.gov/CDR.

AMES RESEARCH CENTER: 
Wai-Kwong Kan, James Beahn, Caroline Gerughty and 
Melanie Smith participate in a demonstration of patient care 
techniques.

ARMSTRONG FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER:
Members of several organizations work in a coordinated effort  
to complete placement of the Triplex satellite after routine  
multi-year maintenance.

GLENN RESEARCH CENTER:  
Center safety and health staff collaborate with local  
fire departments to perform a confined space rescue  
training exercise.

GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER:  
Kurt Whipps assembles a pressure relief valve while wearing 
his gloves, eye protection and work boots.

NASA HEADQUARTERS:  
Monica Edwards, a medical administrative assistant, 
participates in the Stop the Bleed event hosted by the 
Headquarters Occupational Safety and Health program.

KATHERINE JOHNSON INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION  
AND VALIDATION FACILITY:  
Joe Irons, an operations and maintenance technician, sets 
up a safety barrier, installs safety signs, provides Personal 
Protective Equipment and provides safety training to 
employees prior to entering a construction zone.

THE JET PROPULSION LABORATORY:  
Jacki Plicher, a fall protection competent person, provides 
supplementary hands-on instruction for a new fall protection 
system. 

JOHNSON SPACE CENTER:  
As employees return on site, Calycia Franklin and Kimberly 
Schuchard safely walk bicycles through the crosswalk.

KENNEDY SPACE CENTER:  
A volunteer directs Artemis I launch viewing traffic while 
wearing a high-visibility vest.

LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER:  
Christina Withrow, a radiation safety officer, performs a radio  
frequency survey.

MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER:  
Amanda Dobbs observes a cigarette disposal canister on fire 
and calls Protective Services to distinguish it. She prevents a 
serious incident from happening.

THE MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY:  
Upgrades to numerous exterior entryways include new 
overhangs, new doors, and improved in and out transitions  
to mitigate rain intrusion.

STENNIS SPACE CENTER:  
Center fire and engineering department personnel participate  
in a stair chair evacuation drill. 

WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY:  
Ground support personnel and aircrew conduct an  
aircraft runup while wearing proper Personal Protective 
Equipment.

WHITE SANDS TEST FACILITY:  
Ray Murdock and Christopher Rodriguez, propulsion 
mechanical technicians, perform a task in total encapsulating  
suits to protect themselves from potential hazards.

http://www.nasa.gov
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